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Compressing Network Access Control Lists
Alex X. Liu, Eric Torng, and Chad R. Meiners
Abstract—An access control list (ACL) provides security for a private network by controlling the flow of incoming and outgoing
packets. Specifically, a network policy is created in the form of a sequence of (possibly conflicting) rules. Each packet is compared
against this ACL, and the first rule that the packet matches defines the decision for that packet. The size of ACLs has been increasing
rapidly due to the explosive growth of Internet-based applications and malicious attacks. This increase in size degrades network
performance and increases management complexity. In this paper, we propose ACL Compressor, a framework that can significantly
reduce the number of rules in an access control list while maintaining the same semantics. We make three major contributions. First,
we propose an optimal solution using dynamic programming techniques for compressing one-dimensional range-based access control
lists. Second, we present a systematic approach for compressing multidimensional access control lists. Last, we conducted extensive
experiments to evaluate ACL Compressor. In terms of effectiveness, ACL Compressor achieves an average compression ratio of
50.22 percent on real-life rule sets. In terms of efficiency, ACL runs in seconds, even for large ACLs with thousands of rules.
Index Terms—Access control list, packet classification, firewall, algorithm.
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INTRODUCTION

1.1

Background and Motivation
control lists (ACLs) represent a critical component of network security. They are deployed at all
points of entry between a private network and the outside
Internet to monitor all incoming and outgoing packets. A
packet can be viewed as a tuple with a finite number of
fields such as source/destination IP addresses, source/
destination port numbers, and the protocol type. The
function of an ACL is to examine every packet’s field
values and decide how to enforce the network policy. This
policy is specified as a sequence of (possibly conflicting)
rules. Each rule in an ACL has a predicate over some packet
header fields and a decision to be performed upon the
packets that match the predicate. A rule that examines ddimensional fields can be viewed as a d-dimensional object.
Real-life ACLs are typically four dimensional (over four
packet fields: source IP address, destination IP address,
destination port number, and protocol type) or five
dimensional (over five packet fields: source IP address,
destination IP address, source port number, destination port
number, and protocol type).
When a packet comes to an ACL, the network device
searches for the first (i.e., highest priority) rule that the
packet matches, and executes the decision of that rule. Two
ACLs are equivalent if and only if they have the same
decision for every possible packet. Table 1 shows an
example ACL where the format of the four rules is based
upon that used in ACLs on Cisco routers.
In this paper, we study a general ACL compression
problem: given an ACL f, generate another ACL f 0 that is
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semantically equivalent to f but has the minimum possible
number of rules. We call this process “ACL compression.” We
focus on five versions of ACL compression that differ only
in the format of field constraints of the output ACL:
range ACL compression where field constraints are
specified by a range of integers (e.g., source port
2 ½5000; 6000),
2. prefix ACL compression where field constraints are
specified by a prefix string (e.g., source IP ¼
192:168::),
3. ternary ACL compression, where field constraints are
specified by a ternary (including prefix) string (e.g.,
source IP ¼ 192::0:),
4. range-prefix ACL compression where some field constraints are specified by ranges and the remaining
field constraints are specified by prefix strings, and
5. range-ternary ACL compression where some field
constraints are specified by ranges and the remaining field constraints are specified by ternary strings.
In most ACLs, the source port number and destination port
number fields use a range field constraint whereas the
source IP address, destination IP address, and protocol type
fields use a prefix or ternary field constraint.
We give an example that illustrates the possibilities of
ACL compression. The input ACL with five rules is depicted
in Fig. 1A. For simplicity, we assume this ACL only examines
one packet field F , the domain of F is [1, 100], and F uses a
range field constraint. The geometric representation of this
five rule ACL is given in Fig. 1a where the predicate of each
rule is a line segment, the decision of each rule is the color of
its line segment, a packet corresponds to a point on the line,
and the decision for a packet is the color of the first line
segment that contains the point. To generate another
sequence of rules that is equivalent to the ACL in Fig. 1A
but with the minimum number of rules, we first decompose
the five rules into nonoverlapping rules as shown in Fig. 1B.
The geometric representation of these five nonoverlapping
rules is in Fig. 1b. We now reschedule the intervals to
1.
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TABLE 1
An Example ACL

generate a shorter semantically equivalent ACL as follows:
we first schedule the interval [41, 60]. This allows us to
schedule the two intervals [21, 40] and [61, 80] together using
one interval [21, 80] based on first-match semantics. Finally,
we can schedule intervals [1, 20] and [81, 100] together using
one interval [1, 100] again based on first-match semantics.
The three ACLs in Figs. 1A, 1B, and 1C are equivalent, but
the rightmost ACL has fewer rules.
Our work on ACL compression has two important
motivations. First, ACL compression is useful for network
system management and optimization because minimizing
large ACL rule sets greatly reduces the complexity of
managing and optimizing network configurations. As a
result, ACL compression tools in general and our ACL
compression tool in particular have been used or proposed
for use in several prominent network management and
optimization projects, such as Yu et al.’s DIFANE work [18]
and Sung et al.’s work on systematic design of enterprise
networks [16], [17]. Second, some network products have
hard constraints on the number of rules that they support.
For example, NetScreen-100 only allows ACLs with at most
733 rules. ACL compression may allow users with larger
ACLs to still use such devices. This may become an
increasingly important issue for many users as ACL size
has grown dramatically due to an increase in Internet
applications and services as well as an increase in known
vulnerabilities, threats, and attacks [2]. For example, our
older ACLs have at most 660 rules whereas the ACLs we
have more recently acquired have as many as 7,652 rules.

1.2 Summary and Limitations of Prior Art
The main limitation of prior work is, to the best of our
knowledge, the lack of work on two key ACL compression
problems. First, no prior work has considered range ACL
compression for more than two dimensions, and we are
aware of only one paper that has considered range ACL
compression for two dimensions [1]. Second, no prior work
has considered ACL compression where different fields use
different field constraints. There is prior work that
considers prefix ACL compression [2], [1], [12] and ternary
ACL compression [11], [13], but none of these algorithms
can be directly used to compress ACLs where different
fields have different field constraints.
1.3 Our Approach
We use a divide-and-conquer approach where we first
decompose a multidimensional ACL into a hierarchy of
one-dimensional ACLs using decision diagrams. We minimize each one-dimensional ACL using appropriate ACL
compression algorithms. For one-dimensional range and
prefix ACLs, we achieve optimal compression. Finally, we
combine many one-dimensional ACL compression solutions
into one multidimensional solution to the original multidimensional ACL minimization problem. Our approach has

Fig. 1. Example minimization of an ACL.

two key features. First, the hierarchical representation of
ACLs is canonical. That is, two semantically equivalent ACLs
will have the same hierarchical representation no matter how
they are specified. Thus, our approach eliminates variance
due to human factors in the design of given ACLs. Second,
our approach allows range, prefix, and ternary fields to be
optimized independently using customized algorithms
because it deals with one field at a time. We name our
approach “ACL Compressor.”

1.4 Key Contributions
In this paper, we make three key contributions: 1) We propose
an optimal algorithm for the one-dimensional range ACL
compression problem. This algorithm uses dynamic programming techniques. 2) We present a systematic and
efficient framework for generating good solutions to the
NP-hard multidimensional range, range-prefix, and rangeternary ACL compression problems. Our framework combines the locally optimized one-dimensional solutions into a
good but not necessarily optimal multidimensional solution.
3) We conducted extensive experiments on both real-life and
synthetic ACLs. The results show that ACL Compressor
achieves an average compression ratio of 50.22 percent on
real-life range-prefix ACLs.
ACL Compressor is designed to run offline so that network
managers do not need to read or manage the compressed
ACL. Instead, network managers can continue to design and
maintain an intuitive and understandable ACL f while using
ACL Compressor to generate and deploy a minimal yet
semantically equivalent ACL f 0 on their network device.
The rest of the paper proceeds as follows: in Section 2, we
describe optimal solutions using dynamic programming
techniques to two weighted one-dimensional ACL compression problems. In Section 3, we give a solution to the
multidimensional ACL compression problem. We show
experimental results in Section 4. We give concluding
remarks in Section 5. The digital supplemental material,
which can be found on the Computer Society Digital
Library at http://doi.ieeecomputersociety.org/10.1109/
TPDS.2011.114, includes all the proofs for the lemmas and
theorems in this paper, the pseudocode for some algorithms
in this paper, and a detailed review of related work.

2

ONE-DIMENSIONAL ACL COMPRESSION

We focus primarily on the weighted one-dimensional range
ACL compression problem. We briefly discuss the weighted
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TABLE 2
Notations Used in This Paper
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in its serialized version while keeping the relations between
intervals unchanged. In other words, two intervals S and S 0
are contiguous if and only if ðSÞ and ðS 0 Þ are contiguous.
Next, we discuss how to compress the number of rules in
the serialized ACL f 00 . Given the one-to-one mapping
between f 00 and f 0 , an optimal solution for f 00 can be
directly mapped to an optimal solution for f 0 . We formulate
the weighted one-dimensional range compression problem
as the following ACL scheduling problem.

2.1.2 The ACL Scheduling Problem
In the ACL scheduling problem, the input consists of a
universe of tasks to be executed where each task has a color
and a cost. More formally:
Let U ¼ f1; 2; . . . ; ng be the universe of tasks to be
executed. Each task i in U has a color. For any
ið1  i  n  1Þ, task i and i þ 1 have different
colors.
. Let C ¼ f1; 2; . . . ; zg be the set of z different colors
that n tasks in U exhibit, and for 1  j  z, let jjj
denote the number of tasks with color j.
. Let X ¼ fx1 ; . . . xz g be the cost vector where it costs
xj to execute any task that has color j for 1  j  z.
Then, an input instance to the ACL scheduling problem is
I ¼ ðU; C; XÞ. We use cðiÞ to denote the color of task i. It
follows that the number of tasks with color cðiÞ is jcðiÞj.
Intuitively, U represents a serialized ACL where each
task in U represents a rule in the ACL and the color of the
task represents the decision of the rule. In the onedimensional ACL compression problem, the cost of every
task is 1; that is, we assign the value 1 to every xj
(1  j  z). We consider the weighted one-dimensional
range compression problem because its solution can be
used as a routine in solving the multidimensional ACL
range compression problem.
For any ACL scheduling input instance I ¼ ðU; C; XÞ, an
ACL schedule SðIÞ ¼ hr1 ; . . . ; rm i is an ordered list of m
intervals. An interval ri ¼ ½pi ; qi  where 1  pi  qi  n is
the set of consecutive tasks from pi to qi .
In an ACL schedule, a task is fired (i.e., executed) in the
first interval that it appears in. More formally, the set of
tasks fired in interval ri of schedule SðIÞ is fðri ; SðIÞÞ ¼
S
ri  i1
j¼1 rj . We call fðri ; SðIÞÞ the core of interval ri in SðIÞ.
A schedule SðIÞ of m intervals is a legal schedule for I if
and only if the following two conditions are satisfied:
.

one-dimensional prefix and ternary ACL compression problems.
For range and prefix ACL compression problems, we
present optimal algorithms that use dynamic programming. For ternary ACL compression, we present a bit
merging heuristic. We use these algorithms for onedimensional ACLs as building blocks in our multidimensional ACL Compressor framework, which we describe in
our next section. Table 2 lists the notations used throughout
this paper.

2.1 One-Dimensional Range ACL Compression
The weighted one-dimensional range ACL compression
problem is the fundamental problem for compressing
range-based domains such as port number ranges. We
solve this problem by mapping an ACL to a scheduling
problem via two processes: decomposition and serialization.
Once the ACL is rewritten as a scheduling problem, we use
dynamic programming to find the optimal schedule from
which we compute a minimum ACL.
2.1.1 ACL Decomposition and Serialization
In a nonoverlapping one-dimensional range-based ACL, for
any two rules, say F 2 ½a; b ! dx and F 2 ½c; d ! dy , if they
have the same decision (i.e., dx ¼ dy ) and the two intervals
½a; b and ½c; d are contiguous (i.e., b þ 1 ¼ c or d þ 1 ¼ a),
then the two rules can be merged into one rule (i.e., F 2
½a; d ! dx if b þ 1 ¼ c, and F 2 ½c; b ! dx if d þ 1 ¼ a). A
nonoverlapping one-dimensional range ACL is called
canonical if and only if no two rules in the ACL can be
merged into one rule. For example, Fig. 1B shows a
canonical ACL that is equivalent to the ACL in Fig. 1A.
Given a (possibly overlapping) one-dimensional range
ACL f, we first convert it to an equivalent canonical ACL f 0 .
It is easy to prove that jf 0 j  2  jfj  1.
We then serialize the canonical ACL f 0 using the
following two steps: 1) sort all the intervals in an increasing
order, and 2) replace the ith interval with the integer i for
every i. The resulting ACL f 00 is called a serialized ACL. For
any two nonoverlapping intervals ½a; b and ½c; d, if b < c,
then we can say that the interval ½a; b is less than the interval
½c; d. This serialization procedure creates a one-to-one
mapping  from the intervals in a canonical ACL to those

For each interval 1  i  m, all the tasks fired in
interval i have the same color.
2. All
Sm tasks in U are fired by some interval in S; that is,
i¼1 fðri ; SðIÞÞ ¼ U.
The cost of interval ri in legal schedule SðIÞ, denoted
xðri ; SðIÞÞ, is the cost xj where j is the color that all the tasks
in fi exhibit. If fi ¼ ;, we set xðri ; SðIÞÞ ¼ 0. To simplify
notation, we will often use fi to denote fðri ; SðIÞÞ and xðri Þ
to denote xðri ; SðIÞÞ when there is no ambiguity.
The cost of a schedule SðIÞ, denoted CðSðIÞÞ, is the sum
of the cost of every interval in SðIÞ; that is, CðSðIÞÞ ¼
Pm
i¼1 xðri ; SðIÞÞ. The goal is to find a legal schedule SðIÞ
that minimizes CðSðIÞÞ.
1.
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Fig. 2. Converting a schedule to a canonical schedule.

Fig. 3. Swapping two adjacent intervals.

2.1.3 An Optimal Solution
For any input instance I, we give an optimal solution using
dynamic programming techniques. We start by making
several basic observations to simplify the problem. The first
observation is to define the notion of a canonical schedule.
Definition 2.1 (Canonical Schedule). For any input instance
I ¼ ðU; C; XÞ, a legal schedule SðIÞ ¼ fr1 ; . . . ; rm g is a
canonical schedule if for each interval ri ¼ ½pi ; qi , 1  i  m,
it holds that pi 2 fi and qi 2 fi .
We then observe that for any schedule including an
optimal schedule, there exists an equivalent canonical
schedule that has the same cost. For example, Fig. 2 depicts
two equivalent schedules with identical costs where the one
on the right is canonical. This allows us to consider only
canonical schedules for the remainder of this section.
Lemma 2.2. For any input instance I and for any legal schedule
SðIÞ with m intervals, there exists a canonical schedule S 0 ðIÞ
with at most m intervals and with CðS 0 ðIÞÞ ¼ CðSðIÞÞ.
We next observe that for any canonical schedule S,
swapping two adjacent intervals that do not overlap results
in a canonical schedule with the same cost. Fig. 3 illustrates
this observation for an example canonical schedule.
Lemma 2.3. For any input instance I and for any canonical
schedule SðIÞ containing two consecutive intervals ri ¼ ½pi ; qi 
and riþ1 ¼ ½piþ1 ; qiþ1  where ½pi ; qi  \ ½piþ1 ; qiþ1  ¼ ;, the
schedule S 0 ðIÞ that is identical to schedule SðIÞ except interval
r0i ¼ riþ1 ¼ ½piþ1 ; qiþ1  and interval r0iþ1 ¼ ri ¼ ½pi ; qi  is also a
canonical schedule. Furthermore, CðS 0 ðIÞÞ ¼ CðSðIÞÞ.
For any input instance I, we say that a schedule SðIÞ is 1canonical if it is canonical and task 1 is fired in the last
interval of SðIÞ. A key insight is that for any canonical
schedule including an optimal canonical schedule, there
exists an equivalent 1-canonical schedule that has the same
cost. This implies that for any input instance I, there exists
an optimal 1-canonical schedule.
Lemma 2.4. For any input instance I and for any canonical
schedule SðIÞ with m intervals, we can create a 1-canonical
schedule S 0 ðIÞ with m intervals such that CðS 0 ðIÞÞ ¼
CðSðIÞÞ.
Let k be the number of tasks with the same color as task 1
including task 1 itself. Given Lemma 2.4 and the definition
of canonical schedules, there are k possibilities for the final
interval rm ¼ ð1; qm Þ in an optimal 1-canonical schedule
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SðIÞ. The right endpoint qm must be one of the k tasks that
has the same color as task 1.
We next observe that in any canonical schedule SðIÞ,
each interval imposes some structure on all the previous
intervals in SðIÞ. For example, the last interval rm of any
canonical schedule SðIÞ partitions all previous intervals to
have both endpoints lie strictly between consecutive
elements of fm , to the left of all elements of fm , or to the
right of all elements of fm .
Lemma 2.5. For any input instance I, any canonical schedule
SðIÞ, and any interval ri ¼ ½pi ; qi  2 SðIÞ, consider any task
t 2 fi . For any 1  j  i  1, let rj ¼ ½pj ; qj . It must be the
case that either t < pj or qj < t.
Given input instance I ¼ ðU; C; XÞ with jUj ¼ n, we
define the following notations for 1  i  j  n:
Iði; jÞ denotes an input instance with a universe of
tasks fi; . . . ; jg and a set of colors that are updated to
reflect having only these tasks and a set of costs that
are updated to reflect having only these tasks.
. OptðIði; jÞÞ denotes an optimal 1-canonical schedule
for Iði; jÞ.
. Cði; jÞ denotes the cost of OptðIði; jÞÞ.
Given that there exists an optimal 1-canonical schedule
for any input instance, we derive the following lemma:
.

Lemma 2.6. Given any input instance I ¼ ðU; C; XÞ with jUj ¼
n and an optimal 1-canonical schedule OptðIð1; nÞÞ.
1.

2.

If task 1 is the only task fired in the last interval of
OptðIð1; nÞÞ, then the schedule OptðIð2; nÞÞ concatenated with the interval ½1; 1 is also an optimal
canonical schedule for Ið1; nÞ, and Cð1; nÞ ¼
xcð1Þ þ Cð2; nÞ.
Suppose task 1 is not the only task fired in the last
interval of OptðIð1; nÞÞ. Let t0 be the smallest task
larger than 1 fired in the last interval of OptðIð1; nÞÞ.
Then the schedule OptðIð2; t0  1ÞÞ concatenated with
the schedule OptðIðt0 ; nÞÞ where the last interval of
OptðIðt0 ; nÞÞ is extended to include task 1 is also an
optimal canonical schedule for Ið1; nÞ, and Cð1; nÞ ¼
Cð2; t0  1Þ þ Cðt0 ; nÞ.

Based on the above observations, we formulate our
dynamic programming solution to the ACL scheduling
problem. For 1  j  z, we use Gj to denote the set of all the
tasks that have color j. Recall that we use cðiÞ to denote the
color of task i (1  i  n). Therefore, for 1  i  n, GcðiÞ
denotes the set of all the tasks that have the same color as
task i.
Theorem 2.7. Cði; jÞ can be computed by the following
recurrence relation:
.
.

For 1  i  n, Cði; iÞ ¼ xcðiÞ .
For 1  i < j  n; Cði; jÞ ¼ minðxcðiÞ þ Cði þ 1; jÞ;
minl2GcðiÞ ^iþ2lj ðCði þ 1; l  1Þ þ Cðl; jÞÞÞ.

2.2 One-Dimensional Prefix ACL Compression
In [12], we proposed a polynomial time optimal algorithm
for the weighted one-dimensional prefix ACL compression
problem using dynamic programming. This algorithm is
based on three observations. First, the last rule of f can
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always have its predicate changed to a default predicate.
This change is possible because f is complete and therefore
extending the range of the last rule interval cannot change
the semantics of f. Second, we can append an additional
default rule to f without changing the semantics of the
resulting ACL. Third, the structure imposed by the prefix
rules provides an efficient mechanism to divide the
problem space into isolated subproblems. For example,
given a prefix domain of **** we only have to consider two
cases: ****, or 0*** and 1***. The dynamic programming
solution subdivides f along prefix boundaries until each
prefix contains only a single decision. These adjacent
prefixes are combined onto a minimal prefix rule list that
covers both prefixes. This process is repeated until we are
left with a single prefix and classifier. These observations
lead to the completely different dynamic programming
formulation [9].
Theorem 2.8. Given a one-dimensional packet classifier f on
fgb , a prefix P where P  fgb , the set of all possible
decisions fd1 ; d2 ; . . . ; dz g where each decision di has a cost wdi
(1  i  z), we have that
z
 
CðfP Þ ¼ min C fPdi ;
i¼1

where each
1.

2.

CðfPdi Þ

is calculated as follows:

If f has a single decision on P, then

 
wfðxÞ ;
if fðxÞ ¼ di
C fPdi ¼
wfðxÞ þ wdi ; if fðxÞ ¼
6 di

8x 2 P;
8x 2 P:

If f does not have single decision on P, then
8  d
 
>
C fP1 þ C fPd1  wd1 þ wdi ;
>
>
>
>
. . . ; 
>


>
>
>
C fPdi1 þ C fPdi1  wdi1 þ wdi ;
>
<
 d
 d
 
C fPdi ¼ min C fPi þ C fPi  wdi ;
>




>
>
> C fPdiþ1 þ C fPdiþ1  wdiþ1 þ wdi ;
>
>
>
>
...;
>
>
: C f dz  þ C f dz   w þ w ;
da
di
P
P
fPdi

where
is a classifier f on prefix P with a
background decision di .

2.3 One-Dimensional Ternary ACL Compression
We address the NP-hard weighted one-dimensional ternary
ACL compression problem by first producing an optimal
weighted prefix ACL and then applying bit merging [13] to
further compress the prefix ACL. We use bit merging rather
than McGeer and Yalagandula’s heuristics [11] since we need
to handle more than two decisions. This algorithm is not
guaranteed to produce an optimal weighted one-dimensional
ternary ACL.

3

MULTIDIMENSIONAL ACL COMPRESSION

In this section, we present ACL Compressor, our framework
for compressing multidimensional ACLs. Similar to [12], we
take a divide-and-conquer approach to this multidimensional problem. First, we decompose a multidimensional
ACL into a hierarchy of one-dimensional ACLs using

1973

decision diagrams. Second, for one-dimensional range ACLs,
we use our optimal weighted one-dimensional range ACL
optimization algorithm; for one-dimensional prefix ACLs,
we use the optimal weighted one-dimensional prefix ACL
optimization algorithm in [12]; for one-dimensional ternary
ACLs, we use the same prefix ACL optimization algorithm
followed by bit merging [12]. Third, we combine the multiple
one-dimensional solutions into one multidimensional solution to the original multidimensional ACL minimization
problem. Note that the multidimensional solution is not
guaranteed to produce a minimal classifier. In this section,
we assume we are dealing with a range-prefix ACL
compression problem. We handle range-ternary ACL compression by simply running bit merging after optimal onedimensional prefix ACL compression.

3.1 ACL Decomposition
To leverage our one-dimensional ACL optimization algorithms, we first decompose the given multidimensional
ACL into a hierarchy of one-dimensional ACLs by converting the given ACL to a canonical representation called
Firewall Decision Diagram (FDD), which was introduced by
Liu and Gouda in [5] and [4]. At a fundamental level, a ddimensional FDD is an annotated acyclic directed graph
with d levels of nodes. Each node in an FDD can be viewed
as a smaller FDD. For example, a d-dimensional FDD is
composed of labeled edges from a root node that connect to
several ðd  1Þ-dimensional FDDs. This hierarchical view of
ACLs facilitates sophisticated optimization techniques such
as identification and reuse of critical low dimensional
ACLs. Using a canonical FDD representation, our approach
is insensitive to the input ACL syntax because any two
semantically equivalent ACLs will result in the same FDD
after reduction. This key feature of our algorithm eliminates
variance due to human factors in specifying ACLs.
We now formally describe FDDs using a description
from [7]. “An (FDD) with a decision set DS and over fields
F1 ; . . . ; Fd is an acyclic and directed graph that has the
following properties:
There is exactly one node that has no incoming
edges. This node is called the root. The nodes that
have no outgoing edges are called terminal nodes.
2. Each node v has a label, denoted F ðvÞ, such that
F ðvÞ 2 fF1 ; . . . ; Fd g if v is a nonterminal node and
F ðvÞ 2 DS if v is a terminal node.
3. Each edge e:u ! v is labeled with a nonempty set of
integers, denoted IðeÞ, where IðeÞ is a subset of the
domain of u’s label (i.e., IðeÞ  DðF ðuÞÞ).
4. A directed path from the root to a terminal node is
called a decision path. No two nodes on a decision
path have the same label.
5. The set of all outgoing edges of a node v, denoted
EðvÞ, satisfies the following two conditions:
a) Consistency: IðeÞ \ Iðe0 Þ ¼ ; for any two distinct
edges
e and e0 in EðvÞ, and b) Completeness:
S
e2EðvÞ IðeÞ ¼ DðF ðvÞÞ.”
Given an ACL such as the one shown in Fig. 4, we convert
it to an equivalent FDD using the FDD construction algorithm
in [7]. Fig. 5 shows an example FDD over the two fields F1 and
F2 where DðF1 Þ ¼ ½0; 10 and DðF2 Þ ¼ ½0; 15. We use letter
1.
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TABLE 3
ACLs for v2 and v3 before Compression

Fig. 4. Input ACL.

Fig. 6. “Virtual” one-dimensional ACL.
Fig. 5. An FDD.

“a” as a shorthand for “accept” and letter “d” as a shorthand
for “discard” when labeling the terminal nodes.
We next perform FDD reduction where we identify and
eliminate redundant or isomorphic low-dimensional ACLs
that may be reused multiple times within a high-dimensional
ACL. Two nodes v and v0 in an FDD are isomorphic if and only
if v and v0 satisfy one of the following two conditions: 1) both
v and v0 are terminal nodes with identical labels; and 2) both v
and v0 are nonterminal nodes and there is a one-to-one
correspondence between the outgoing edges of v and the
outgoing edges of v0 such that every pair of corresponding
edges have identical labels and they both point to the same
node. A reduced FDD is an FDD with no redundant nodes.
The core operation in FDD reduction is to identify
isomorphic nodes, which can be sped up using signatures
as follows: at each level, first compute a signature for each
node at that level. For a terminal node v, set v’s signature to
be its label. For a nonterminal node v, we assume we have
the k children v1 ; v2 ; . . . ; vk , in increasing order of signature
(Sigðvi Þ < Sigðviþ1 Þ for 1  i  k  1), and the edge between
v and its child vi is labeled with a sequence of nonoverlapping intervals in increasing order Ei . Set the signature of
node v as follows: SigðvÞ ¼ hðSigðv1 Þ; E1 ; . . . ; Sigðvk Þ; Ek Þ
where h is a one-way and collision resistant hash function
such as MD5 [14] and SHA-1 [3]. After we have assigned
signatures to all nodes at a given level, we check for
redundancy as follows: for every pair of nodes vi and vj
(1  i 6¼ j  k) at this level, if Sigðvi Þ 6¼ Sigðvj Þ, then we can
conclude that vi and vj are not isomorphic; otherwise, we
explicitly determine if vi and vj are isomorphic. If vi and vj
are isomorphic, we delete node vj and its outgoing edges,
and redirect all the edges that point to vj to point to vi .
Further, we eliminate double edges between node vi and its
parents. Note that we process nodes in the FDD level by
level from the terminal node level to the root node level.

3.2 Computing the Compressed ACL
Next, we present the core algorithm for compressing
multidimensional ACLs using the FDD in Fig. 5 as a
running example. We observe that v1 ; v2 , and v3 can be seen
as one-dimensional ACLs over their respective fields. We
compute a compressed multidimensional ACL by first
applying the appropriate one-dimensional ACL compression algorithm to each node’s ACL and then composing
their compressed ACLs into a multidimensional ACL. For
example, for the FDD in Fig. 5, for F1 nodes, we use our

TABLE 4
One-Dimensional ACL for v1 before Compression

TABLE 5
One-Dimensional ACL for v1 after Compression

weighted one-dimensional range ACL compression algorithm, and for F2 nodes, we use the weighted onedimensional prefix ACL compression algorithm.
Given an FDD, we start generating one-dimensional
ACLs from the bottom nodes. For each node, we first create
an ACL of nonoverlapping rules from the node’s outgoing
edges. For example, in Fig. 5, we start with v2 and v3 . The
ACLs for v2 and v3 before compression are listed in Table 3.
Given these two prefix ACLs, we apply the weighted onedimensional prefix ACL compression algorithm, which
produces the two minimal prefix ACLs in Fig. 6.
Now consider the root node in Fig. 5. Treating the two
minimal ACLs computed for v1 and v2 as terminal nodes,
Fig. 6 shows a one-dimensional FDD rooted at v1 . The
corresponding input instance is given in Table 4. We now
explain the costs that we assigned to decisions v2 and v3 .
Given a one-dimensional FDD for v1 , we can use the ACLs
generated for v1 ’s children to form a two-dimensional ACL.
For example, using the ACL for v1 in Table 4, we expand
rule 1 into two rules by prepending rule 1’s F1 field to both
rules in v2 ’s ACL. Likewise, rule 2 is converted into a single
rule that is derived from v3 ’s ACL. To account for this
expansion, we assign the cost for decision vi to be the total
number of rules in vi ’s ACL after compression. For this
example, v2 has cost 2 and v3 has cost 1. We use these costs to
produce a minimal table upon ACL composition. For this
example, after applying our weighted one-dimensional
range ACL compression algorithm on the ACL in Table 4,
we get the minimal one-dimensional ACL in Table 5. Finally,
composing this ACL with the minimal ACLs for v2 and v3 in
Fig. 5, we get the final multidimensional ACL in Fig. 7.
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We now evaluate the effectiveness and efficiency of ACL
Compressor on both real-life and synthetic ACLs.
Fig. 7. Compressed output ACL.

To summarize, in this step, we compute a compressed
multidimensional ACL from a reduced FDD in the
following bottom-up fashion: for each terminal node of
the FDD, we generate a (nonoverlapping) ACL from the
labels of v’s outgoing edges, assign a cost of 1 to each
decision, and finally apply the appropriate weighted onedimensional ACL compression algorithm to compress the
ACL. For each nonterminal node v, we generate a
(nonoverlapping) ACL from the labels of v’s outgoing
edges where each decision is a node pointed to by an
outgoing edge of v, assign a cost to each decision where the
cost is the number of rules in the compressed ACL for the
corresponding node, apply the appropriate weighted onedimensional ACL compression algorithm to compress the
ACL, and finally compose the resulting one-dimensional
compressed ACL with the compressed ACLs of v’s children
to form a multidimensional ACL.

3.3 Redundancy Removal
We observe that ACL composition can produce ACLs with
redundant rules. We are fortunate that the ACL in Fig. 7 is
optimal and, therefore, contains no redundant rules; however, as a postprocessing step, we run a redundancy removal
algorithm [10], [8] on the resultant ACL. Note that it is also
possible to run redundancy removal on each nonterminal
node’s ACL. In some cases, this results in a more accurate cost
value for each node and can lead to smaller ACLs.
3.4 Rule Logging
Devices that use ACLs commonly provide facilities to log
matches against specific rules. However, ACL Compressor
generates a new set of rules which conflicts with logging.
We propose preserving logging information by assigning a
unique decision to each rule that has logging enabled. The
unique decision ensures that the logged rule cannot be
merged with any other rule and, thus, ensures the correct
logging behavior. For example, suppose the rules F 2
½21; 55 ! d2 and F 2 ½48; 80 ! d2 in Fig. 1 have logging
enabled. ACL compressor then redefines these rules to be
F 2 ½21; 55 ! d02 and F 2 ½48; 80 ! d002 . After optimization,
we will have four rules F 2 ½41; 60 ! d1 , F 2 ½21; 40 ! d02 ,
F 2 ½61; 80 ! d002 , and F 2 ½1; 100 ! d3 .
As the percentage of logged rules increases, the effectiveness of ACL Compressor decreases as fewer rules have
common decisions, and thus, fewer rules can be combined
together. In extreme cases where most rules are logged, few
rules will have common decisions, and we do not recommend
running ACL Compressor because the large number of rules
with unique decisions makes the rule list uncompressible.
We can still reduce the number of rules by removing
upward redundant rules via the process described in [6].
An upward redundant rule is a rule that is redundant and
will never match any packets because all packets that match
the rule also match earlier rules in the ACL.

4.1 Methodology
4.1.1 Measurement Metrics
We first define the metrics that we used to measure the
effectiveness of ACL Compressor. In this paragraph, f
denotes an ACL, S denotes a set of ACLs, and AC denotes
ACL Compressor. The variable order that we use to convert
an ACL into an equivalent FDD affects the performance of
ACL Compressor. We number the five packet fields as
follows: protocol type ¼ 0, source IP address ¼ 1, destination IP address ¼ 2, source port number ¼ 3, and destination
port number ¼ 4. We represent the 5! ¼ 120 different permutations of the five packet fields with these numbers. For
example, permutation 01342 corresponds to (protocol type,
source IP address, source port number, destination port
number, and destination IP address). For any permutation
p, we use ACp to denote ACL Compressor using permutation p and ACp ðfÞ denotes the ACL produced by applying
ACL Compressor with permutation p on f. For a given
classifier f, we use ACBest to denote ACL Compressor using
the best of the 120 variable orders for f. For a set of
classifiers S, we again use ACBest to denote ACL compressor using the best of the 120 variable orders for each
classifier f 2 S where different classifiers may use different
variable orders. We define the compression ratio of ACp on
jACp ðfÞj
. We define the following two metrics for
f as
jfj
assessing the performance of AC on a set of ACLs S.
jAC ðfÞj

.

p
f2S jfj
jSj
f2S jACp ðfÞj
.
f2S jfj

The average compression ratio ¼

.

. The total compression ratio ¼
Within our experiments, we use two sets of ACLs which we
describe below. We always treat the source and destination
port fields as range fields. We create three separate
treatments where we view the source IP, destination IP,
and protocol fields as range fields, prefix fields, and ternary
fields, respectively. We, thus, report results for range ACL
compression, range-prefix ACL compression, and rangeternary ACL compression.

4.1.2 Real-Life ACLs
We first define a set RL of 40 real-life ACLs from a set of 65
real-life ACLs that we performed experiments on. RL is
chosen from a larger set of real-life ACLs obtained from
various network service providers where the ACLs range in
size from dozens to thousands of rules. We eliminated
structurally similar ACLs from RL because similar ACLs
exhibited similar results for each method. Structurally
similar ACLs have identical rule structure and differ only
in the range or prefix values in the given predicates. ACL
compressor will produce the same number of rules for these
structurally similar ACLs so we eliminate structurally
similar ACLs to prevent biasing both the average and total
compression ratios. We created RL by randomly choosing a
single ACL from each set of structurally similar ACLs.
4.1.3 Synthetic ACLs
Because ACLs are considered confidential due to security
concerns, it is difficult to acquire a large sample of real-life
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Fig. 8. CPG of range-prefix compression ratios for ACBest and AC01342
for RL.

Fig. 11. CPG of range-prefix compression ratios for ACBest for SY N.

Fig. 9. CPG of range-prefix average compression ratios for ACp for RL.

Fig. 12. Execution time per FDD node according to FDD size for RL and
p ¼ 01342.

Fig. 10. CPG of range-prefix total compression ratios for ACp for RL.

ACLs. To address this issue and further evaluate the
performance of ACL Compressor, we generated SY N, a
set of synthetic ACLs of seven sizes, where each size has 25
independently generated ACLs. Every predicate of a rule in
our synthetic ACLs has five fields: source IP, destination IP,
source port, destination port, and protocol. We based our
generation method upon Rovniagin and Wool’s [15] model
of synthetic rules.

4.2 Effectiveness
We now assess the effectiveness of ACL Compressor.
Because ACL Compressor is generally run offline, we
assume that network administrators will typically try all
120 different permutations to generate the best possible
compression. For the range, range-prefix, and range-ternary
compression problems on RL, ACBest achieves average
compression ratios of 44.87, 50.22, and 42.26 percent with
standard deviations of 22.82, 22.40, and 20.65 percent,
respectively, and total compression ratios of 41.77, 53.12,
and 38.99 percent. In Fig. 8, we show the cumulative
percentage graph for the range-prefix compression ratio of
ACBest for each classifier in RL.
We now assess how much impact variable order has on
the effectiveness of ACL Compressor and whether or not
one variable order performs well for most classifiers. For
each permutation p, we computed the average and total
range-prefix compression ratios that ACp achieves on RL
and display the cumulative percentage graphs of these
values in Figs. 9 and 10, respectively. For all variable
orders, the average range-prefix compression ratios
achieved by ACL Compressor fall in the range between

56.88 and 71.40 percent, and the total compression ratios
achieved by ACL Compressor fall in the range between
59.32 and 83.41 percent. From these figures, we see that
variable order does significantly influence the effectiveness
of ACL Compressor but also that many of the variable
orders are very effective.
As we noted earlier, since ACL Compressor runs offline
and is efficient, we assume network managers will try all
120 permutations. If time does not permit, we suggest using
permutation 01342 as it achieved the lowest range-prefix
average compression ratio of 56.93 percent with a standard
deviation of 24.15 percent on RL, and it achieved a total
compression ratio of 59.32 percent. In Fig. 8, we show the
cumulative percentage graph for the range-prefix compression ratio of AC01342 for each classifier in RL.
ACL Compressor works very well on Rovniagin and
Wool’s model of synthetic rules with average and total rangeprefix compression ratios on SY N of 2.99 and 14.04 percent,
respectively. Fig. 11 shows the cumulative percentage graphs
of range-prefix compression ratios achieved by AC(01342)
over SY N. From this figure, we can see that 90 percent of the
classifiers compress to at most a tenth of their original size.

4.3 Efficiency
We implemented all algorithms on Microsoft .Net framework 2.0. Our experiments were carried out on a desktop PC
running Windows XP with 1 G memory and a single 2.2 GHz
AMD Opteron 148 processor. ACL Compressor is quite
efficient taking at most a few minutes to compress any of our
real-life classifiers from RL. We observe that although ACL
compressor does take more time as classifiers become more
complex, it is still relatively efficient with essentially a
quadratic running time in classifier complexity where we
estimate classifier complexity by the total number of FDD
nodes required to represent the classifier. We observe that
the average amount of time that ACL compressor spends per
FDD node increases in roughly a linear fashion with the
classifier complexity as measured by the total number of
FDD nodes. Specifically, Fig. 12 shows a scatter plot of the
average amount of time ACL Compressor spends per FDD
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Fig. 13. Execution time per FDD node according to FDD size for SY N
and p ¼ 01342.

[11]
[12]

node versus the total number of FDD nodes required to
represent the same classifier where each point in Fig. 12 is a
classifier in RL. We observe similar trends for synthetic
classifiers as can be seen from a similar scatter plot in Fig. 13.

5

CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we present ACL Compressor, a framework for
compressing ACLs, and make three major contributions.
First, we give an optimal algorithm for the one-dimensional
range ACL compression problem. Second, we present a
systematic solution for compressing multidimensional
ACLs with mixed field constraints. Third, we conducted
extensive experiments on both real-life and synthetic ACLs.
Our experimental results show that ACL Compressor
achieves an average compression ratio of 56.93 percent for
range-prefix ACLs.
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